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With offices in Dublin, Dundalk and London
RED C are one of Ireland and the UK’s 
premier providers of research-based 
consultancy services.

Founded in Dublin in 2003, we have been 
providing high quality research based
consultancy services to both blue chip and 
up and coming businesses both nationally 
and internationally for many years. 

Now 50 highly experienced and skilled 
staff, look after the insight needs of 
companies worldwide.

Who are we?



to business by truly 
understanding how humans 

behave, feel and act

We deliver
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We help you See More Clearly 
Using three key pillars

RESEARCH EVALUATION DIRECTION
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RESEARCH
Offering the latest, best 

quality, most reliable and 
cost effective data collection 
and insight generation tools 

in the market

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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EVALUATION
Understanding how to ask 

questions, read and 
interrogate data, how 

humans behave, and how to 
identify trends

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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DIRECTION
Delivering clear direction and 

consultancy that drives 
business growth, based on 
derived insights and expert 

market understanding

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



The RED C team are

Strong Skilled Dynamic
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Reliable Creative Fun



Canada

USA

Mexico

Brazil

UK & Ireland

Germany

France

Egypt

KSA

UAE

Australia

South Korea

Indonesia

Singapore

Malaysia

China

Italy

Japan

New Zealand

Sweden

Spain

Portugal

IndiaBahrain

Oman

Netherlands

Poland

South Africa

Nigeria

Hong Kong

Denmark

Argentina

In the past year we have run projects in over 30 markets
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Delivering clarity to meet core business needs

Understanding people, 
behaviour, markets, 

society and technology 
in order to uncover 

opportunities.

Opportunity

Mapping and delivering 
easy and enjoyable 

customer journey's and 
experiences to maximize 
purchase and retention. 

Retention

Uncovering choices, 
preferences and 

decisions that enable 
business to design 

brands, products and 
services that beat the 

competition.

Growth

Accelerating how 
products and services 

are adopted and 
marketed.

Change



In so doing we solve a range of problems for our clients

Is my advertising 
campaign successful?

What price point will 
maximise sales?

Which product/proposition 
will sell the most?

What does my market look 
like, and who should I target?

Which category entry 
points should I focus on?

How strong are my 
brand assets?

How can I make it easier for 
people to buy my product?

How can I keep my 
customers loyal?



By using a variety of techniques to uncover & understand
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Surveying

Listening

Monitoring

Face to Face In Person

150 interviewers nationwide
In Home, Exit, Location

Online

Bespoke RED C Live Online 
Panel of 40,000+

Telephone

30 Station Outbound Telephone
Centre in Dundalk

Online Communities

30-100 people in 
ongoing discussions

Group Discussions

Online, WhatsApp or 
Face to Face

Depth Interviews

One of one or paired in 
depth discussions

Social Media

Monitoring, Listening & 
Understanding

Biometric Testing

Eye Tracking, Facial Coding
Blood Pressure, Sweat

Passive Monitoring

In person movements, online
journey, media consumption
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Underpinned by a clear understanding of real human behaviour 

At RED C we recognise that human 
beings capacity and motivation for 
rational, conscious deliberation 
(System 2) is limited.

In the real world, choices, behaviour 
and responses are heavily 
influenced by unconscious 
associations and automatic (System 
1) processing.  

As such, where possible we evaluate 
attitudes and behaviour with 
techniques to better understand our 
system 1 responses. 

Implicit Response Testing

Timing the speed of response 
as an additional factor to 
understand certainty

Emotional Response Testing

Understanding instinctive 
emotional reactions to ideas, 
concepts and content

Biometric Testing

Monitoring underlying 
emotional responses to ideas, 
concepts and content
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Plus a range of specially designed products

RED Star
Bespoke ad testing and 
evaluation with Norms

iDeator
New proposition, service and 

product idea testing

Brand ID
Brand health model and 

scorecard 

Optimix
Product extension and mix 

model
Voice of the customer 

programme

RED VoC

RED Alert
Sponsorship testing and 

evaluation

CX360
360 degree customer and 

staff evaluation 

RED CEP
Understanding and 

maximizing category entry 
points

Strat Man
Strategic planning 

modelling
Brand assets and 

attribute review model 

Brand Review
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Membership of industry associations ensures best 
practice & quality

Market Research 
Society UK

Representing 
providers and users 

of market, social, and 
opinion research and 
business intelligence.

Association of 
Qualitative Research 

Practitioners

Aims to further the 
interests of 

qualitative research. 
Member and Code 

Compliant.

European Society for 
Opinion and 

Marketing Research

Now a world 
organisation for enabling 

better research into 
markets, consumers and 

societies.  

RED C CEO is current 
Irish Rep, and we are 
corporate members.

Association of Irish 
Market Research 

Organisation

Better Research, Better 
Outcomes.

AIMRO represents and 
champions quality 
market research in 

Ireland.  

RED C are board 
members.

Marketing 

Society

Promotes use of 
market research and 
research excellence 

awards.

Member and MD is 
Deputy Chairperson 

of the Marketing 
Society.

RED C is also fully compliant with all Data Protection 
Commissioner rules and regulations including GDPR. 
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Which leaves us highly regarded 
by leading brands

RED C is among the best strategic research companies I’ve 
worked with. Their work is really driving all sorts of good 
decisions for us, with a very direct line between their 
recommendations and measuring the business and brand 
impact.
Chief Marketing Officer – Large Irish Brand

Insights get taken to the next level with RED C – it’s not just 
about delivering research findings, but about providing 
strategic recommendations that tap into the wealth of 
experience in the team. They are brilliant with senior 
stakeholders and I’d trust them to deliver against any brief! 
Insight director – Global Media Brand

It’s incredibly rare to find such well combined and highly skilled 
qualitative and quantitative experts under one agency. They 
will go above and beyond to make sure you are getting 
actionable insights from every project
Senior Director – Global Sports Brand



Flexibility

RED C are renowned for 
our agility and flexible 
approach. 

We have retained the 
small company 
flexibility, while growing 
to be a significant 
research supplier in 
Ireland, UK and 
Worldwide.  
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So why work with us?

Capacity Strategic Thinking

We take research and 
insight beyond the 
research answers, to 
help brands to deliver 
change and real growth.  

This commitment and 
strategic thinking is 
underlined by the 
longevity of some of 
our biggest 
partnerships.

Quality & Integrity

We adhere to the 
highest quality 
standards across all the 
work we conduct, and 
closely follow best 
practice international 
guidelines.

We tell the truth 
without spin, so you can 
make decisions based 
on real and robust 
insight.

While we are nimble, 
we have the resources 
to meet the needs.  

We have a large 
number of senior and 
talented staff in both 
the Ireland and the UK 
to support the smooth 
running of any project.

Partnership

We actively involve 
ourselves in working in 
partnership with our 
clients, and are not 
afraid to be brave about 
our perspective of what 
the insight means for 
the business and 
industry as whole.  

Clarity

We deliver clear 
insights, framed with an 
understanding of what 
this means for your 
business – not just what 
the research says.

Our “So What” 
approach ensures the 
research is actionable.




